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where Ω
•
(t) = a Ω(t),t( )

Idea of particle methods is 

•to concentrate mass on simple sets : points (sometimes curves), called particles

•to follow these particle along flow trajectories → solve differential equations

•to increment mass of these particles to account for absorption and/or force terms

• to recover needed information  from particles

Many fluid and solid mechanics physical systems described by conservation laws

U can be a scalar (density, passive markers, level set function ..) or a vector (vorticity, 
momentum ..) - examples follow
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Comparison with a recent work of Smereka about approximation of delta-functions: computation of the
arc-length of an ellipse
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with a = 1.5 and b = 0.75, with random center and orientation.

Mesh Size Smereka Renormalization
Rel. Error Order Rel. Error Order

0.2 9.38 # 10!3 1.5 # 10!1

0.1 2.23 # 10!3 2.07 5 # 10!3

0.05 8.12 # 10!4 1.46 1.3 # 10!3 1.9
0.025 2.71 # 10!4 1.58 3 # 10!4 2.11
0.0125 7.58 # 10!5 1.83 8 # 10!5 1.9
0.00625 3.04 # 10!5 1.32 2 # 10!5 2
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+ (u · !)! ! (! · !)u = 0 in fluid domain (1)

u · n = 0 on !b (2)
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•U=(ρ,ρu,ρE) 

•a=u, A=0, F=(0,pressure and diffusion terms) → nonlinear

4

Example 1 : compressible flows and SPH methods 

particles xp carry U=(ρ,(ρu),(ρE)) :
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+ a constitutive law:  p=p(ρ)
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mass conservation

momentum

energy
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•dxp/dt=u(xp,t) , dβp/dt= dp(xp,t)/dt 

•velocities and pressure recovered  from particle masses αp and βp (see later).

NB:  In the notes, an alternative (more conventional) derivation of SPH methods is 
given.

SPH  (designed for astrophysics), popular in graphics for 2 reasons:

•cheap (large Δt , few points) yet visually plausible solutions to  3D complex 
physical systems 
•a natural evolution  for mass-spring systems
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9

derive schemes that have these properties is often very closely related to deriving parti-
cles dynamics that mimic at the discrete level the underlying physics. For these reasons,
SPH simulations are very appealing and often give qualitatively satisfying results even
with a rather small degrees of freedom, and this explains their popularity in the graphics
community and the animation industry (see Fig.4 and [55])

However, as one may wish to increase the reliability, and not only the visual plausi-
bility of the simulations, the use of SPH for flow simulations raise some serious con-
cerns [11]. We will revisit this key issue in Section 3.

Figure 4: Two-way coupled SPH and particle level set fluid simulation [55].

SPH methods have been originally designed for compressible flows with an empha-
sis on gas dynamics of astrophysical systems (see Fig.3). In the case of incompressible
flows, the need to define ad-hoc constitutive law, they have to resolve unphysical waves
along with the related numerical stability constraints and the necessary artificial viscos-
ity. In recent years a number of efforts [41,26] have been presented in order to introduce
incompressibility into SPH formulations with variable degrees of success. Note that in
incompressible formulations a Poisson equation is necessary in order to ensure the in-
compressibility of the flow and efforts to bypass this relatively expensive computation
have to maintain the right balance of accuracy and computational cost. Alternatively,
vortex methods based on the vorticity form of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions can be considered as more suitable numerical tools for these flows.

2.2.2 INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS AND VORTEX METHODS In Vortex Methods
particles discretize the velocity-vorticity formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations
which takes the following form

!"

!t
+ (u ·!)" = (" ·!)u + #!" (18)

8

Figure 3: SPH Simulations of protoplanetary disk formation [44].

where ! denotes the fluid stress. This system needs a closure to determine the fluid
stress, which in turn requires an energy equation and a constitutive law for the gas under
consideration. In that case, particles weights are written using (10). To obtain local val-
ues ("p, up) of density and velocities, the right hand side of (11),(12) are computed from
regularized evaluations of the velocity. Unfortunately, there is a discrepancy between
the notation used in the SPH literature and the rest of the particle literature (or the other
way around !). In SPH related works the cut-off function are denoted by W , the cut-off
range is h instead of #, and $!(x) becomes W (x, h) . With these notations the divergence
of the velocity is given by
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This system has to be closed by an additional energy equation.

Note that, in the expression giving the divergence, we have subtracted from the ex-
pected expression

"
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q vqup

"W
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limit of an infinite number of particles, this term vanishes since it tends to the integral of
the the function "W

"x . Its contribution is to maintain for a finite number of particles the
conservativity of the method. This issue of conservation (of mass, energy ..) is indeed a
central issue in SPH methods and has been the subject of many works. The approach to
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Example 2: incompressible flows in vorticity formulation

9

derive schemes that have these properties is often very closely related to deriving parti-
cles dynamics that mimic at the discrete level the underlying physics. For these reasons,
SPH simulations are very appealing and often give qualitatively satisfying results even
with a rather small degrees of freedom, and this explains their popularity in the graphics
community and the animation industry (see Fig.4 and [55])

However, as one may wish to increase the reliability, and not only the visual plausi-
bility of the simulations, the use of SPH for flow simulations raise some serious con-
cerns [11]. We will revisit this key issue in Section 3.

Figure 4: Two-way coupled SPH and particle level set fluid simulation [55].

SPH methods have been originally designed for compressible flows with an empha-
sis on gas dynamics of astrophysical systems (see Fig.3). In the case of incompressible
flows, the need to define ad-hoc constitutive law, they have to resolve unphysical waves
along with the related numerical stability constraints and the necessary artificial viscos-
ity. In recent years a number of efforts [41,26] have been presented in order to introduce
incompressibility into SPH formulations with variable degrees of success. Note that in
incompressible formulations a Poisson equation is necessary in order to ensure the in-
compressibility of the flow and efforts to bypass this relatively expensive computation
have to maintain the right balance of accuracy and computational cost. Alternatively,
vortex methods based on the vorticity form of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions can be considered as more suitable numerical tools for these flows.

2.2.2 INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS AND VORTEX METHODS In Vortex Methods
particles discretize the velocity-vorticity formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations
which takes the following form

!"

!t
+ (u ·!)" = (" ·!)u + #!" (18)

10

Figure 5: Vortex Method simulations of solid particle ladden flows with two way cou-
pling [97].

The vorticity field ! is related to the velocity field u by ! = ! " u. This equation
together with the incompressiblity constraint

div u = 0 (19)

and suitable boundary conditions allows to express the velocity in terms of the vortic-
ity (we will come back later to this important point). Equation (18) thus appears as a
nonlinear advection-diffusion equation for the vorticity. The diffusion term is just one
particular instance of the right hand side F in (3). One particular and appealing feature
of this form of the flow equations is that the divergence free constraint is not directly
involved in the transport equation. Also, the equation points straight to the very nature
of vorticity dynamics in incompressible flows: transport and dissipation (in 2 and 3D)
, change of orientation and strengthening (in 3D only, since in 2D the term (! ·!) u
vanishes). A vortex particle method consists of sampling vorticity on points that follow
the flow field:

!(x, t) =
!

p

!p"(x# xp) (20)

with
dxp

dt
= u(xp, t) (21)

d!p

dt
= [!u(xp, t)]!p + # !!(xp). (22)

In the above equation [!u(xp, t)] is the tensor made of all derivatives of the velocity. The
way to compute this term as well as the diffusion term remains to be specified. Vortex

(stretching) term (ω.∇)u = [∂ui/∂xj]ω  gives 3D features of the flow

NB: for a plane flow, the stretching term goes away

particle representation:
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of this form of the flow equations is that the divergence free constraint is not directly
involved in the transport equation. Also, the equation points straight to the very nature
of vorticity dynamics in incompressible flows: transport and dissipation (in 2 and 3D)
, change of orientation and strengthening (in 3D only, since in 2D the term (! ·!) u
vanishes). A vortex particle method consists of sampling vorticity on points that follow
the flow field:

!(x, t) =
!

p

!p"(x# xp) (20)

with
dxp

dt
= u(xp, t) (21)

d!p

dt
= [!u(xp, t)]!p + # !!(xp). (22)

In the above equation [!u(xp, t)] is the tensor made of all derivatives of the velocity. The
way to compute this term as well as the diffusion term remains to be specified. Vortex

with

incompressible viscous flows fully described by vorticity ω=curl u = ∇ x u
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for 3 D flows, flow representation by filaments is also possible

= particles concentrating vorticity on vortex tubes or curves (filaments), advecting a 
scalar quantity (the circulation of the filament)

up = !
!

q !=p

K(xp ! xq) " dlq

x
p
(t)

x
p-1

(t)

x
p+1

(t)

x
p
(t+!t)

x
p-1

(t+!t)

x
p+1

(t+!t)

u
p
(t)

"

dl p
(t

)

d
l p

(t
+
!

t)

#=$
S

 ".n ds
S

t

t+!t

in practice, close to the previous 
method, but stretching is implicit 
in the curve deformation
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same as SPH 
+ naturally incompressible
+ vorticity is an appealing characteristic of flows (same dynamics as passive 
markers like dust, smoke ..)

69
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appealing features of vortex methods for graphics applications: 
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ϕ can be represented by particles (like the density).

ex : curvature driven motion

d!p

dt
= 0

dxp

dt
= u(xp, t)

10

Example 3: advection of a passive marker 
(concentration, phase field, level set function ...)

 if  interface/set/quantity is material interface/set/quantity (i.e is advected by a flow) 
then OK for a particle representation

38

The equations for the evolution of level sets can be cast, however in a lagrangian form
enabling the use of all the tools, including remeshing, that we have developed so far in
particle methods. As a matter of fact, the level set equation is an advection equation of
the form (3), and as such qualifies for particle discretization.This Lagrangian Particle
Level set technique was introduced in [37] and it is discussed in the following sections.

5.1 Lagrangian Particle Levels Sets for Interface Capturing

The Level Set method [67, 83] defines an interface !(t) as the zero level set of a high
dimensional, scalar function "(x, t) : R3 ! R:

!(t) = {x!# : "(x, t) = 0} , (52)

where # is the computational domain. The level set function has the following proper-
ties:

"(x, t) > 0, x " #̃

"(x, t) # 0, x /" #̃, (53)

where #̃ $ # is an open region bounded by !. The motion of the interface is driven by
a velocity field u(x, t) as:

""
"t

+ u ·%" = 0 for t > 0, (54)

"(x, 0) = "0(x). (55)

The specific form of the advection velocity field for the level set depends on the problem
under consideration. This velocity is often considered as a function of the geometric
properties of the surface, such as the normal and the curvature which are in turn com-
puted via the definition of the level set

n =
%"
|%"| # = % · %"

|%"| (56)

The function "0 is usually chosen as the signed distance to the interface such that
|%"| = 1. However, during its evolution, the level set function "(t) can lose the prop-
erty of being the distance function [93]. Reinitialization schemes such as fast marching
methods have been introduced [83, 84] in order to maintain this property. Usually the
evolution of the level set function is computed using grid-based methods and the spatial
derivatives in Eq. (56) are calculated by finite difference schemes [?].

In the context of the particle methods we propose in this class the level set equation can
be expressed in a Lagrangian framework using the material derivative D

Dt = !
!t + u ·%

as

D"
Dt

= 0 (57)

Dx
Dt

= u,

(58)

where x denotes the characteristics of the equation. The Lagrangian description of the
level set equation is utilised in interface tracking methods. These methods encounter

case of an interface capturing level set function :
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•particle methods = a generic numerical tool based on conservation forms of 
physical models
•particles combine flow resolution and flow markers
•often only needed on small sets in the computational box.
•time-step not mesh dependent

example: merging of 2 bubbles of different density: same particles used to 
compute flow, visualize vorticity and bubbles interface  

summary: 
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So far, fields required to advance particles and update their strength (velocity, 
pressure, diffusion ..) supposed available.

Recovering these fields from the particle strengths 
is the main challenge in particle methods.

Two possible approaches: 
•rely only on particles (grid-free methods)
•rely on an underlying given Eulerian grid (particle-grid methods)
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In grid-free methods, particles replaced by blobs (or smoothed particles) :

6

2 PARTICLE METHODS AND FLOW SIMULATIONS

The flows we describe in this class can be effectively cast in the following form:

!u

!t
+ div (Uu) = F (u,!u, · · · ) (3)

where u is a scalar flow property (e.g density) or a vector (e.g. momentum) advected by
the velocity vector field U. Equation (3) is an advection equation in conservation form
in the sense that it if F = 0 and no flow comes form the boundaries of the computational
box, the scalar property is conserved as :

d

dt

!
u dx = 0.

We note that the right hand side F can take various forms involving derivatives of u and
depends on the physics of the flow systems that is being simulated. An example for F is
the diffusion term (F (u,!u, · · · ) = !2u). The velocity vector field (U) can itself be a
function of u, which leads to nonlinear transport equations. A number of examples of
different F,U,u are given in the following sections.
For simplicity, we first consider the case F " 0. The conservative form of the model can
be translated in a Lagrangian framework by sampling the mass of u on individual points,
or point particles whose locations can be defined with the help of Diract "-functions.
Hence when u is initialized on a set of point particles it maintains this descriptions, with
particle locations obtained by following the trajectories of the flow:

u(x, t) =
"

#p"(x# xp(t)) (4)

where
dxp

dt
= U(xp, t). (5)

In practice this system of differential equation is solved by a time-discretization method
(sometimes called in this context a ”particle pusher”).

2.1 Smooth Particles for Simulations of Continuum Systems

The point particle approximations have useful computational features as they provide
an exact representation of convection effects, a feature that has been extensively used
in the computer animations of fluids (for example in : [29, 10]). At the same time the
point particle approximations need to be enhanced in order to recover continuous fields
(see [21,71] and references there in). Among the different approaches of recovering con-
tinuous fields from point samples, for reasons that will become evident below, we con-
sider the approach of regularising their support, replacing " by a smooth cut-off function
which has the same mass (unity) and a small support:

"(x) $ $!(x) = %!d$(
x

%
) (6)

where d is the dimension of the computational space and % << 1 is the range of the
cut-off. In most cases, on uses a function with radial symmetry A typical and often used
example is the Gaussian

$(x) = &!d/2 exp (#|x|2)

6

2 PARTICLE METHODS AND FLOW SIMULATIONS

The flows we describe in this class can be effectively cast in the following form:

!u

!t
+ div (Uu) = F (u,!u, · · · ) (3)

where u is a scalar flow property (e.g density) or a vector (e.g. momentum) advected by
the velocity vector field U. Equation (3) is an advection equation in conservation form
in the sense that it if F = 0 and no flow comes form the boundaries of the computational
box, the scalar property is conserved as :

d

dt

!
u dx = 0.

We note that the right hand side F can take various forms involving derivatives of u and
depends on the physics of the flow systems that is being simulated. An example for F is
the diffusion term (F (u,!u, · · · ) = !2u). The velocity vector field (U) can itself be a
function of u, which leads to nonlinear transport equations. A number of examples of
different F,U,u are given in the following sections.
For simplicity, we first consider the case F " 0. The conservative form of the model can
be translated in a Lagrangian framework by sampling the mass of u on individual points,
or point particles whose locations can be defined with the help of Diract "-functions.
Hence when u is initialized on a set of point particles it maintains this descriptions, with
particle locations obtained by following the trajectories of the flow:

u(x, t) =
"

#p"(x# xp(t)) (4)

where
dxp

dt
= U(xp, t). (5)

In practice this system of differential equation is solved by a time-discretization method
(sometimes called in this context a ”particle pusher”).

2.1 Smooth Particles for Simulations of Continuum Systems

The point particle approximations have useful computational features as they provide
an exact representation of convection effects, a feature that has been extensively used
in the computer animations of fluids (for example in : [29, 10]). At the same time the
point particle approximations need to be enhanced in order to recover continuous fields
(see [21,71] and references there in). Among the different approaches of recovering con-
tinuous fields from point samples, for reasons that will become evident below, we con-
sider the approach of regularising their support, replacing " by a smooth cut-off function
which has the same mass (unity) and a small support:

"(x) $ $!(x) = %!d$(
x

%
) (6)

where d is the dimension of the computational space and % << 1 is the range of the
cut-off. In most cases, on uses a function with radial symmetry A typical and often used
example is the Gaussian

$(x) = &!d/2 exp (#|x|2)

cut-off function (or mollifier) ζ always chosen with compact support or decaying fast 
at infinity
ex. :

(d = space dimension)
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Other functions that ”resemble” more to the dirac mass, in the sense that they have the
same values (zero) for higher moments, can be constructed in a systematic way, a topic
that is beyond the scope of these class notes. We refer to [21] for further discussions on
this issue.

The particle representation formula (4) then becomes a blob representation

u(x, t) ! u!(x, t) =
!

!p"!(x" xp(t)). (7)

Most importantly, regularization can be used to compute local (e.g. algebraic functions)
or non-local (in particular derivatives of any order) quantities based on u. We will show
later a number of examples of how this principle is used in practice.

Using smooth particles to solve 3 in the general case (F #= 0), one further needs
to increment the particle strength by the amount that is dictated from the right hand
side F . For that purpose, local values of F at particle locations multiplied by local
volumes around particles are required. The local values of F can always be obtained
from regularization formulas (7). The volumes v of the particles are updated using the
transport equation

#v

#t
+ div (Uv) = "v div U (8)

The particle representation of the solution is therefore given by (4), (5) complemented
by the differential equations

dvp

dt
= "div U(xp, t) vp ,

d!p

dt
= vpFp. (9)

In (4), particle masses represent local integrals of the desired quantity around a parti-
cle. Typically, if particles are initialized on a regular lattice with grid size !x, one will
set x0

p = (p1!x, · · · , pn!x) and !p = (!x)d u(xp, t = 0). One may also write the
weight of the particles as the product of the particle strength and particle volume that are
updated separately :

!p = vp up. (10)

2.2 Examples: SPH and Vortex Methods

Two of the most widely used particle methods for flow simulations are Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH) and Vortex Methods (VM). We outline here the key elements of
these methods with an emphasis on their underlying principles. Extensive reviews of
these methods can be found in [63, 48].

2.2.1 COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS AND SPH The method of SPH was introduced for
the study of gas dynamics as they pertain to astronomical systems [56,31]. In these notes
we introduce for simplicity the numerical formulation of Smoothed Particle Hydrody-
namics (SPH), using the Euler equations for gas dynamics in one space dimension. The
equations of gas dynamics for the density $ and the velocity u can be cast in the follow-
ing form

#$

#t
+ u

#$

#x
= "$

#u

#x
(11)

#u

#t
+ u

#u

#x
=

#%

#x
(12)

Operation count: 
•O(N) for local operations (multiplication, differentation ..)
•complexity increases if non-local quantities need to be recovered 
(typically : velocity fields from vorticity-carrying particles)

!

X
p
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Hybrid particle-grid methods : values are assigned to grid 
points by interpolation

!U

!t
+ div (a : U) + AU = F

!(ajui) / !xj

"(x) =
!

p

#p$(x ! xp)

"u(x) =
!

p

%p(t)$(x ! xp)

"E(x) = · · ·

ui =
1

&d

!

p

'i(xp)

!"

!t
+

!("u)

!x
= 0

!("u)

!t
+

!("u u)

!x
=

!p

!x
!("E)

!t
+

!("E u)

!x
=

!(pu)

!x

Comparison with a recent work of Smereka about approximation of delta-functions: computation of the
arc-length of an ellipse

'(x, y) =
x2

a2
+

y2

b2
! 1 L =

"

!

1

&
((

'

&
)|")|dxdy

with a = 1.5 and b = 0.75, with random center and orientation.

Mesh Size Smereka Renormalization
Rel. Error Order Rel. Error Order

0.2 9.38 # 10!3 1.5 # 10!1

0.1 2.23 # 10!3 2.07 5 # 10!3

0.05 8.12 # 10!4 1.46 1.3 # 10!3 1.9
0.025 2.71 # 10!4 1.58 3 # 10!4 2.11
0.0125 7.58 # 10!5 1.83 8 # 10!5 1.9
0.00625 3.04 # 10!5 1.32 2 # 10!5 2

!!

!t
+ (u · !)! ! (! · !)u = 0 in fluid domain (1)

u · n = 0 on !b (2)

!!

!t
! *"! = 0 in fluid domain

*
!!

!n
= !

u · "

"t
on !b

n$"(x) $
1

&
"'(x)(

#

'(x)

&

$

1

X
p

!

X
i
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into the flow, and it is memory efficient, requiring only one N additional storage per
variable. The overall procedure is illustrated by Algorithm 1.

Set up, initial conditions, etc. , t = 0;
/* Particle quantities stored in arrays,

e.g. vorticity: ! ! R!"N. For the ODE solver we
need two temporary variables: u0, and d!0 */

while t " T do
for l = 1 to 3 ; /* stages of the ODE Solver */
do

Interpolate ! onto the grid (! # !ijk);
Compute velocity uijk from !ijk;
u0$ Interpolate uijk onto the particles;
u0$ u + "l u0; d!0$ d! + "l d!0 ; /* " = (0,%5

9 , 153
128) */

x$ x + #t $l u0; ! $ ! + #t $l d!0 ;
end

end
Algorithm 1: A Particle-in-Cell method using Williamson’s Runge-Kutta scheme
no.7.

We note that this hybrid formulation has enabled simulations using an unprecedented
number of 10 billion particles [12] of computational elements for the simulation of
aircraft vortex wakes (see Fig:7 )

2.3.3 GRID-FREE VS. HYBRID - THE WINNER IS.... Let us now pause to com-
pare the respective merits of the grid-free and particle-grid approaches. Clearly the grid-
free approach is appealing in that it fully maintains the lagrangian nature of the method.
If short range interactions of particles are involved in the right hand side F one may
devise particle interactions on physical basis. Particle methods can then be seen both as
numerical methods and as discrete physical models. For incompressible flows the Biot-
Savart law is required to compute non-local interactions. One is thus led to a N -body
problem. If the vorticity is sampled on N particles, the simple minded calculation of
the right hand side of (23) requires O(N2) operations, something which is not afford-
able for N beyond a few hundreds. To overcome this problem, a lot of effort has been
devoted, following the pioneering work of Greengard and Rokhlin [33], to reduce this
cost to something approaching O(N). To summarize, the idea is to divide the particle
distribution in clusters of nearby particles. The exact interaction of particles in one clus-
ter with particles of another well separated cluster is replaced by an algebraic expansion
using the moments of clusters of particles around their center. The number of terms only
depends on the desired accuracy and never goes beyond a single digit number. Only
interaction between particles in the same cluster are computed by direct summation. For
maximal efficiency, the clustering of particles is done using a tree algorithm which cre-
ates boxes at different level of refinements containing always about the same number of
particles. These fast summation formulas are now routinely used in CFD particle-based
grid-free codes.

Unfortunately, practice shows that the construction of the tree, the evaluation of ex-
pansion coefficients and of the direct interaction of nearest particles, remain expansive,
in particular in 3D. As a matter of fact the turnover point where the fast summation
formulas become cheaper than the direct summation formulas is always beyond a few
hundreds, which means that the constant in front of N or N log N in the evaluation of
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Complexity of grid-free vs hybrid methods differ mostly when non-local quantities 
must be recovered.
Typically:  compute velocity field from vorticity-carrying particles

Problem to be solved : div u = 0 , ∇ x u = ω = ∑ αp δ(x-xp) and prescribed 
behavior at infinity

Grid-free vs hybrid particle-grid - The winner  is ..

13

is an additional quantity carried by the particles, and both particles velocity and energy
have to be assigned on the grid to compute the stresse which are next interpolated on the
particles. The use of a mesh in the context of SPH helps accelerate the calculations and
as we will see later it helps maintain the accuracy of the method. This combination of
grids and particles, that we baptized PMH : Particle-Mesh Hydrodynamics [13]has been
shown to be highly effective in a number of flow systems that have been challenging for
traditional SPH. The two phases of assignment and interpolation between grid and parti-
cles are crucial to ensure that the process is both accurate and does not introduce spurious
oscillations. A lot of effort has been devoted in CFD to this issue. We will come back
later when we discuss remeshing which somehow is currently the most effective way to
approach this problem. Grid-free SPH have a symmetric issue for the choice of the ker-
nel W and renormalization techniques to ensure conservation properties. Both methods
crucially need to care about the number of particles per grid-size (for PIC method) or
inside the range of the kernel W (for grid-free methods). It is important to realize at
that point that in particle methods particles have a numerical meaning not as individual
points but only through their collective contribution. This is a definite difference with
finite-diffrence, finite element or finite volume methods.

2.3.2 VORTEX METHODS : GRID FREE AND HYBRID For the second example,
we consider vortex methods of the the inviscid (! = 0) Navier-Stokes equation (18).
In that case, we only need to determine the velocity values necessary to push particles
and to update particle vorticity values. The grid-free way to do it relies on the so-called
Biot-Savart law.

The Biot-Savart law is an integral expression of the velocity in terms of the vorticity.
Consider first the case of a non-bounded flow. A divergence-free velocity u with vorticity
" and vanishing at infinity is given by

u(x, t) =
!

K(x! y)" "(y) dy (23)

where the kernel K is given by the formula K(x) = 1
4!

x
|x|3 . If the velocity has a given

non zero value at infinity, this contribution has just to be added in the right hand side of
(23).

The case of a flow with solid boundaries is more involved. In that case the bound-
ary condition to be imposed on the velocity is in general a condition on the normal
component of the velocity (a condition on the other component becomes necessary and
physically relevant only for viscous flows). For the classical case of no-flow through
a boundary ! enclosing a fluid domain ", the theory of integral equations leads to the
addition of a potential to the formula (23) :

u(x, t) =
!

!
K(x! y)" "(y) dy +

!

"
K(x! y)" q(y) dy (24)

where q is a potential to be determined through an integral equation such that the result-
ing velocity satisfies:

u(x, t) · n(x) = 0for xon !
The enforcement of the kinematic boundary conditions result in boundary integral equa-
tions that can be solved using boundary element methods [36] an approach that is widely
used in engineering.

Let us now turn to the hybrid particle-grid counterpart of this method. As for the
case of gas dynamics, one first needs to assign the quantity advected by particles - the

with K  = (1/4π) (x/|x|3)

Remove singularity of K by replacing particle by blobs to obtain

u(xp)=∑ αp Kε(xp-xq)

Grid-free methods rely on Bio-Savart integral representation:
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O(N2) complexity can be reduced to O(NLogN) with Fast 
Summation Algorithms: idea is to replace kernel by algebraic 
expansions: 

O(N2) complexity can be reduce to O(NLogN) by using Fast
Summation Algorithms: idea is to replace kernel by algebraic
expansions:

(Greengard-Rocklin, for logarithmic kernel)

with precise estimates
(from Greengard-Rocklin 1982, for logarithmic kernel) 
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Gain over direct summation can be explained on simple example

Field of M particles on N particles: 
• direct summation: O(MN) operations
• Fast summation with p terms: O(Mp+Np)

 O(Mp) calculations to compute expansion coefficients from sources
 0(Np) calculations to evaluate expansions on receivers 

 M
 s

ou
rc

es

 N
 receivers
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Typical tree-code:

Divide recursively into boxes 
containing about the same 
number of particles

Upward pass: 

form mulipole expansions,  from 
finer to coarser level (using shifts 
of previously computed 
expansions)

Downward pass: 

accumulate contributions of well-
separated boxes, from coarser to 
finer level

At finest level, complete with 
direct summation of nearby 
particles
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Hybrid particle-grid for field calculations (also called Particle-In-Cell/
Vortex-In-Cell method):

•Project particle strength on grid points
•Use a Poisson solver on that grid
•differentiate on the grid to get grid field values
•Interpolate back fields on particles

Typically, a formula that conserves 4 first moments of particle 
distributions is used 
-> 4x4x4= O(64N) algorithm
splitting formula reduces to O(12N)
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Drawbacks: 
•against Lagrangian features of particles (and possible loss of information in 
grid-particle interpolations)
•require far-field artificial boundary conditions

Advantages:
•cheap (for relatively simple geometries)
•relying on a grid also useful/needed for remeshing and adapting local resolution
(come back later on this important issue) 
•allows to add subgrid (turbulent) effects on passive tracers by simple 
interpolations
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Comparison of CPU times for velocity evaluations in 3D

(Krasny tree-code vs VIC with Fishpack and 64 points interpolation formulas)

VIC1: cartesian  
grid with 100% 
particles

VIC2: polar grid 
with 65% particles

VIC3: polar grid 
with 25% particles 

direct 
summation

Tree 
code

VIC1

VIC3

VIC2
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Conclusion:

except in case of very high particle concentration, hybrid 
particle-grid methods can be economical alternatives to 
purely grid-free methods
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